
2023 Streamline Wireless Deployment Bills = The Digital Prison
Significant harms to public safety, privacy, property values and personal freedoms.

HR. 3557: American Broadband Deployment “Digital Prison” Act attempts to rewrite the 1996
Telecom Act by resetting goalposts and altering the definitions of “Antenna“, “Communications
Service” , “Personal Wireless Service“, and “Effective Prohibition.” It eviscerates local zoning laws
regarding the placement, construction, modification and operation of Wireless Facilities.
“Deemed-Granted” ratchets for applications and the replacement of the FCC’s “presumptive” shot
clocks with others written into federal law would force cities to approve applications without review
and to allow antennas on any structure that could support an antenna in expansion of “6409
preemption”. The bill also authorizes the FCC to invalidate localities’ legislation and regulation. This
enables a 24/7 wireless surveillance grid that will lock down Americans to produce a CCP style
social credit system. HR. 3557 is opposed by the National League of Cities, National Association of
Counties, US Conference of Mayors, NATOA and every locality in the U.S..

The Wireless World Irrevocably changed on Friday the 13th in August, 2021 when the DC Cir.
judges in CHD, EHT et al v. FCC (2021) accepted 27 volumes (11,000+ pages) of scientific
evidence regarding adverse RF/MW radiation bioeffects - and based their ruling and FCC mandate
on that evidence. Modulated RF/MW radiation causes neuro, cardiac, reproductive, and immune
harms, including cancer. Exacerbated by internally absorbed metals, it causes suffering and early
death in humans, animals, insects and plants. The US Military uses RF/MW radiation as weaponry.
The ruling was not appealed to the Supreme Court, so all 50 states and the US Govt. are bound by
this ruling.

Wireless Bills Eliminate Environment & Historic Preservation: Both HR-3557 & HR-4141,
contrary to legislative intent, preempt NEPA & NHPA reviews of applied-for antennas. Horrifically,
S.2018 would have the Commerce Dept deploy microwave transmitters in our national parks -
where Americans seek respite from their digitalized lives.

Fiber Optics to the Premises, Not Wireless solves the “Digital Divide”: Fiber Optic cable
provides the fastest, safest, most reliable & secure, and energy-efficient connection. Wireless, by
contrast is slow, harmful, unreliable, hackable, energy-consumptive and -wasteful. Keeping
localities from creating fiber broadband discriminates against low-income sectors stuck with inferior
wireless. By contrast, Chattanooga operates its own fiber network. Towns in Utah collectively built a
fiber network, as have other localities.

National Security Threat: HR 1123, passed in the House and incorporated in HR 4510 - NTIA
Reauthorization - would require a study of mobile networks’ security, but stunningly excludes 5G,
which is vulnerable to criminal and terrorist hacking. This decision must be reversed.

Questions: Charles.Frohman@theNHF.com or: https://national-health-federation.rallycongress.net/ctas/dont-let
telecom-ignore-local-rights?iframe=1


